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About CFAB

• CFAB is a registered charity – established in 1955.

• CFAB supports children on the move between the UK and 
other countries and children who are separated from their 
family in another country.

• CFAB has a social work team with specialist knowledge of 
and experience with working on social work cases with an 
international element.

• Member of the International Social Service 

network

Introduction to Children and Families Across 
Borders (CFAB)

Call us on 020 7735 8941 or email referral@cfab.org.uk

About CFAB

CFAB’s Services
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1. Introduction to 
International Kinship Care

Section 1: Introduction

- Kinship carers are relatives or friends who 
raise children who cannot safely remain 
with their parents. 

- Across the UK, more than 180, 000 
children are living with kinship carers.

- Kinship care is widely unrecognised, 
underappreciated and often poorly 
supported (Kinship Care Taskforce, 2020)

- The majority of children living in kinship 
care experience poverty (Nandy and 
Selwyn, 2013). 

Kinship Care
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Key Resource:

International Kinship Care Guide: A Good Guide for Professionals 

Placing Children From Local Authority Care with Family Members 

Abroad

Published by Members of the Cross Border Child Safeguarding 

Working Group, November, 2020

Section 1: Introduction

Advantages:

• Established relationship with family members overseas. 

• A familial carer may be strongly committed to the caring role 

due to the familial relationship.

• Familial, cultural and social identity is preserved.

• Child remains within the family and is able (in some cases) to 

maintain ties to birth parents (as opposed to adoption).

Section 1: Introduction
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Disadvantages:

• Community - ties and relationships in the UK maybe severed. 

• Placed in a foreign environment – need to adapt to social and 

cultural differences.

• Difficult to maintain contact with parents or other significant 

family members in UK.

• Logistically more complex to place a child with a family 

member abroad. 

• Infrastructure in some countries may be less  robust.

Section 1: Introduction

2. Legal Frameworks
and ISS
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Section 2: Legal Frameworks

• Does the English court have power to make decisions about this 
child?

• Can the English court protect a child in the short term, even if they 
usually live in another country?

• Would another country be better placed to decide what is in the 
child’s best interests?

• Will and English order in relation to this child be recognised in 
another country?

• How can I communicate with equivalent of Children’s Services 
overseas?

• How can I obtain background information about this child?

Why does law matter in this context?

Section 2: Legal Frameworks

• (1996 Hague Convention) The Convention on Jurisdiction, 
Applicable Law, Recognition, Enforcement and Co-operation in 
Respect of Parental Responsibility and Measures for the Protection 
of Children, 1996

• Applies between the UK and other Contracting States (including 
all EU Member States)

• EU Regulation - Brussels IIa – no longer applies to care proceedings 
issued after the end of the Brexit Transition Period (31 December 
2020)

Key Regulation – Hague 1996
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Hague 1996 - 3 Core Functions

• Which court has the power to make 
decisions about the child’s future?Jurisdiction

• Co-operating with counterparts overseas 
through designated institutions: Central 
Authorities 

Cooperation

• How can an order made in one country 
be recognised and enforced in another?

Recognition 
& 

Enforcement 

Section 2: Legal Frameworks

Section 2: Legal Frameworks

Hague 1996 Contracting States

An up-to-date table of contracting states is available on the HCCH Website: here.

Albania Denmark Italy Portugal

Argentina (not entered into 
force)

Dominican Republic Latvia Republic of North Macedonia (not entered into force)

Armenia Ecuador Lesotho Romania

Australia Estonia Lithuania Russian Federation

Austria Fiji Luxembourg Serbia

Barbados Finland Malta Slovakia

Belgium France Monaco Slovenia

Bulgaria Georgia Montenegro Spain

Canada (not entered into force) Germany Morocco Sweden

Costa Rica Greece Netherlands Switzerland

Croatia Guyana Nicaragua Turkey

Cuba Honduras Norway Ukraine

Cyprus Hungary Paraguay United Kingdom of Great Britain & Northern Ireland

Czech Republic Ireland Poland United States of America (not entered into force)

Uruguay
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Co-Operation – Who does what?

CFAB

UK Branch  of 
International 

Social Service 
(ISS)

Assessments, 
record checks, 
welfare visits, 

post placement 
support.

Central 
Authority

Designated by 
1996 Hague 
Convention

Information, co-
operation, 

assessments, other 
services 

depending on 
country

Embassies / 
High 

Commissions

Generic 
information about 

laws, services, 
support, 

procedures in 
other countries

Specific support 
for foreign 
nationals

Others…

ACRO – Central 
Authority for the 

exchange of 
criminal records

Foreign, 
Commonwealth 
& Development 
Office (FCDO) –
Support for British 

Nationals 
Overseas 

Section 2: Legal Frameworks

3. Care Proceedings with 
an International Dimension

and ISS
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• Lina was born in Italy 2015. She is an Italian 

citizen and both of her parents are Italian.

• Lina moved to England with her mother in 

June 2020, as her mother formed a new 

relationship. Her father remained in Italy.

• Lina started school in September 2020 in 

England.  Her attendance is poor, and she 

often comes to school hungry and 

unkempt. 

Case Study: Lina

Section 2: Legal Frameworks

Section 3: Proceedings

• Mother reports DV in her relationship with new partner, and there are 

multiple police call outs over a short space of time. Mother refuses to 

separate from new partner or engage with the LA

• Lina’s Father was unwilling to care for Lina and there are not other 

family members in the UK.

• Local Authority issues care proceedings in January 2021. Lina is 

placed in foster care under an ICO.

• Lina’s Grandmother in Italy contacts the LA as she wishes to care for 

Lina

Case Study: Lina
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Does the English court have the power to make long term decisions 
about Lina’s best interests?

• Proceedings issued after the end of the Brexit Transition Period – 1996 
Hague Convention

• Court must consider jurisdiction at outset of care proceedings (PLO 
2014)

• Primary Question = Where is Lina habitually resident?  (1996 Hague 
Convention Article 5)

• Habitual residence is a question of fact - ‘place which reflects some 
degree of integration by the child in a social and family environment’
in the relevant state  (see A v A (Children: Habitual Residence) [2014] 
AC 1, [2013] 3 WLR 761 [54]).

• If Lina is habitually resident in England – Court can decide what is in 
her long-term best interests.

Section 3: Proceedings: Jurisdiction

What if Lina was habitually resident in Italy but only present in England?

• Court can take urgent protective measures under the 1996 Hague 

Convention (1996 Hague Convention Article 11)

• Protective measures taken in the England can be recognised and 

enforced in Italy if she returns home (Article 23)

Note: There are other grounds for substantive jurisdiction under the 1996 

Hague Convention – see Articles 6, 7 and 10

Section 3: Proceedings: Jurisdiction
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• Notifying the Embassy about proceedings 
• Good practice unless it would place child at risk to do so
• International Family Justice Office: Family Courts Informing 

Consular Authorities of Proceedings

• Background information / record checks 
• CFAB / Central Authority (1996 Hague Art 34)
• Direct co-operation
• Previous CP concerns / court proceedings?

• Criminal record checks
• ACRO Criminal Records Office

• Assessing Lina’s Grandmother….

Obtaining Background information about Lina

Section 3: Proceedings: Co-Operation

4. Arranging Overseas
Assessments

and ISS
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1. What is the child’s nationality? What is the prospective carer’s
nationality?

2. Will the child be able to lawfully reside in the country in question?

• May determine the type of assessment required (kinship / 
intercountry adoption)

• What will happen if overseas placement breaks down?

Before you start…

Section 4: Arranging Overseas Assessments 

3. Notifying Foreign Consulate

4. EU Settlement Scheme

5. Dual nationality / Renouncing nationality

6. Eligibility/Accessing Services 

other considerations…

Section 4: Arranging Overseas Assessments 
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1. Central Authority

2. CFAB / ISS

3. ISW or SW travelling abroad

4. Working directly with relevant agency abroad

Options for seeking an assessment from abroad

Section 4: Arranging Overseas Assessments 

Pros

• Understanding  of local context – culture, services, environment, 
safety/security and law

• Assessor’s ability to access records and verify information
• Assessor may have local language skills
• May be able to quickly build a rapport with prospective carer
• No legal issues regarding right to work in-country

Cons

• Quality can vary
• Assessor will not have an in-depth understanding of the child and 

case circumstances
• Assessor does not have an in-depth understanding of UK procedures, 

laws and regulations
• Timescales – assessments are prone to delay

Pros and cons of local assessments

Section 4: Assessments and Care Planning 
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• Is it legal? 

• Are the right notifications and processes being followed for the 
assessment and placement?

• What are the risks?

• Is it ethical?

Can social workers travel abroad to conduct 
assessments?

Section 4: Arranging Overseas Assessments 

Section 4: Arranging Overseas Assessments 

Canada 
• It is seen as morally 

wrong. 
• Each province is different 

and has its own structure 
for child protection.

• How can one complete a 
good assessment not 
knowing the country, the 
infrastructure or services 
in place? It is more about 
ethics and what could 
put the placement in 
jeopardy.

South Africa
• […] the Social Services 

Professions Act prohibits any 
person from practicing 
social work in South Africa 
unless he/she is registered 
with the South African 
Council for Social Service 
Professions (SACSSP).
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Other possible approaches:

• Split assessments

• Joint assessment  

So what then?

Section 4: Arranging Overseas Assessments 

5. Placing Children 
Overseas
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• When considering placing a child in a 1996 Hague Convention
Contracting State, it may be necessary to first obtain consent from the
overseas competent authority (LA equivalent) before placing (Article
33 1996 HC)

• Consent is required for ‘foster family, kafala, institutional care or
analogous institution’

• “Whether or not placement of a child in another country is considered
to be placement in institutional care or with a foster family, is a
question for the requested country not for the requesting country”.
(Munby P, 2014, Guidance on ICACU)

• But see also DfE Guidance on the 1996 Hague Convention

Consent to Place

Section 5: Placing Children Overseas

• Co-operate to find out if consent is 
required for the type of placement in 
question 

• If consent is required – transmit a report 
with reasons for the placement and seek 
consent (Article 33) 

• Think about what post placement 
support you might need from that 
authority

• Failure to obtain consent could lead to 
non-recognition of order (1996 Hague 
Convention Article 23 (f)).

Consent to Place continued…

Section 5: Placing Children Overseas
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Recognition of UK court order
• Court orders made in the UK for placement in a country that is 

signatory to Hague 1996 should be recognised by the other 
country.

• Additional steps can be made to make sure this recognition is 
certain

Mirror Orders
• An order can be made in the country where the child is placed to 

‘mirror’ the order made in the UK. This is an option for countries not 
covered by Hague 1996. 

• Legal advice will be required from the country in question to 
determine the procedure and costs.

• See CFAB Factsheet – Placements in Non-Contracting States

Recognising and Mirroring Court Orders

Section 5: Placing Children Overseas

If an order is made placing Lina with family in 
Italy (e.g. SGO) that order;

 Should be recognised ‘by operation of law’ in 

Italy (Art 23 (1))

 But an application can be made in Italy for 

that order to be recognised (Art 24) or 

enforced (Article 26 96 Hague Convention)

 Recognition can be challenged – See Article 

23 96HC for grounds for challenge

Remember - There may be challenges especially 
with recognition of UK Special Guardianship 
Orders as this legal structure may not 'translate' 
well

Recognition and Enforcement

Section 5: Placing Children Overseas
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6. Post-Placement Support

• Kinship placements which are subject to 
stress and strain are more likely to 
breakdown (Wade, 2014)

• Placement breakdown rates in the UK 
(Harwin et al 2019)

- SGOs – around 5%
- Child Arrangements Orders / 

Residence Orders – 14.7%
- Adoption – 0.72%

• Consequences of a placement 
breakdown overseas? 

Section 6: Planning Support Post-placement

Supporting Kinship Placements – Messages from 
Research
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 The same as for domestic placements

 Support should be driven by need rather than legal status. (Family and 
Friends Care: Statutory Guidance for Local Authorities 2.12)

 Child looked after immediately before an SGO is made 
• Obligations the same as for ‘out of area’ placements. 
• LA obligations  to provide special guardianship support services to 

continue for a minimum of 3 years 
• see K, T and U (Placement of Children with Kinship Carers Abroad) 

[2019] EWFC 59

• Explore local services who can provide post-placement support 

Section 6: Planning Support Post-placement

Local Authority Obligations – Post Placement Support

• CFAB

• Central Authority

• ISWs or private social work agencies

• Direct agreement with Children’s Services 

• Embassy

Identifying post placement support services

Section 6: Planning Support Post-placement
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• Identified the Aunt as a contingency carer.

• Planned support for Lina's placement including;

• Financial support

• Therapy through local service

• Assisting MGM with a structure for Lina's contact with her mother

Lina’s  Story

Having decided Lina should be placed with her grandmother 
under an SGO ..

Section 6: Planning Support Post–placement

• Agreed to commission CFAB’s partner agency to complete 6 post 
placement in first three months.

• Agreed to inform Lina’s Grandmother about how to access further 
support post placement.

• Agreed to ensure that the relevant Italian authorities charged with 
child protection function prior are informed that Lina has been placed 
in Grandmother’s care, to safeguard against placement breakdown.

The Local Authority offered the following support ..
continued

Section 6: Planning Support Post-placement
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Recap of Lina’s Journey 

Jurisdiction – Lina 
habitually resident in 

England

LA obtain 
background info on 

Lina from Italy

LA assess MGM in 
Italy

LA get consent to 
place Lina in Italy 

(Art 33 96HC)

LA / Court Consider 
recognition of SGO 

in Italy (Art 24 96HC)

Transition Plan for 
Lina to move to Italy

Post Placement 
Support Plan– Carers
know how to access 
additional support

Lina moves to her 
grandmother’s care

 Notify and seek permission to place a child abroad, if necessary

 Identify prospective kinship carers early on

Consider the child and prospective carers’s nationality and immigration 
status at an early stage

Consider what type of assessment is required (ie. Adoption vs kinship )

 Take into account the longer time frames when arranging assessments 
from abroad

Ensure the court order is recognized / mirrored

 Consider how to prepare child and carer for the placement

Prepare a comprehensive care plan

Consider how the child will transition into the care

Arrange Post placement support and services to support the child and 
prospective carer

Make sure the prospective carer knows how to access support and 
there is a contingency plan should the placement breakdown

Key Messages
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Resources

• CFAB – Children and Families Across Borders
• Central Authorities - Contact Details for Central Authorities for the 

different parts of the UK
• Foreign Consulates in the UK for foreign nationals in the UK

Guidance for LAs
• Working with Foreign Authorities: child protection and court orders (DFE, 

July 2014)
• The 1996 Hague Convention departmental advice for local authorities, 

social workers, service managers and children’s services lawyers (2012)6 
– DfE

Legal Resources
• Practical Handbook on the Operation of the 1996 Hague Child 

Protection Convention(HCCH, 2014)
• Family law disputes involving the EU: guidance for legal professionals 

from 1 January 2021 (MoJ, 2020)

Resources

• International Kinship Care Guide (Cross Border Child Safeguarding 
Working Group, November 2020)

• Initial Family and Friends Care Assessment: A good practice guide 
(2017) – Family Rights Group

• Recommendations to achieve best practice in the child protection 
and family justice systems: Special guardianship orders (2020)11 – Public 
Law Working Group 
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Resources

CFAB Legal Advice Service
• A Pilot Scheme for Local Authorities

• Support for Local Authorities with international issues in a child 
protection / care proceedings context

• Letter of advice, signposting to specific tailored resources / agencies

legal@cfab.org.uk
maria.wright@cfab.org.uk

… Questions

& thank you…!


